Response of cat retinal ganglion cells to motion of visual texture.
Responses of retinal ganglion cells to motion of large fields of visual texture were recorded in the lightly anaesthetised, immobilized cat. Brisk sustained and brisk transient, on- or off-centre, units gave a modulated response to texture motion. The pattern of temporal modulation of the response was dependent upon the particular configuration (sample) of texture crossing the receptive field. The magnitude of the response depended on the size of the receptive field centre. For all units, whether sustained or transient the magnitude of response to a textured field of fixed angular subtense declined as centre-diameter increased from 0.9 deg. For brisk units the response magnitude levelled off for centre sizes smaller than 0.9 deg. Responses to texture were confined spatially to the region of the receptive field, and the overall characteristics of this response were due to interactions between the centre and surround mechanisms of the receptive field. In brisk transient units, no evoked response was evident when texture motion was confined to regions well away from the receptive field of the unit, i.e. no periphery or shift effect could be demonstrated. The results support previous suggestions that the differential sensitivity to texture motion evident in cortical neurones must be due to intra-cortical processing.